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We showcase the best campaigns of the quarter and
explore trends, including how AI is facilitating online
discovery and how mobile live streaming is bringing
authenticity to marketing.
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FEATURE
The genius survey

WILDFIRE INTERVIEW
Billie Whitehouse
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WILDFIRE
Early signals from the future
This quarter we focus on how tech is adopting
a care-giving role and how the virtual world is
becoming increasingly tactile. Plus, we investigate
the future of content.
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OPINION
The Contagious brief
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FEATURE
Pay to win
An explosion of new ways to pay is bringing the reality of
a cashless society ever closer. Lucy Aitken finds out how
brands can best take advantage of the payments revolution.
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IN THE FIELD
Jenni Romaniuk
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BRAND SPOTLIGHT / NEST
Thoughtful things

94

FEATURE
Marketing metropolis
Contagious Insider’s Dan Southern lays out a new map
for navigating adland’s ever-expanding boundaries.

FEATURE
In the mood
Soon, your smartphone could know more about your
emotional state than your closest friends and family.
Kate Hollowood explains why emotional artificial
intelligence is set to become an advertiser’s greatest ally.

98

CONTAGIOUS PIONEERS
The bravest and best agencies
We rank the agencies around the globe that consistently
set the standard for excellence and innovation in marketing,
based on an analysis of campaigns featured on the
Contagious I/O platform in 2015.

Chris Barth looks at how Nest has steadily built its product
and service offering to evolve from a thermostat brand into
a leader in the so-called smart home space.
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OPINION
You can go your own way
Steve Jobs knew it. Judy Garland knew it. It’s time for
educated brands to do it. Let’s stop conflating strategy
process with execution, advises Alex Jenkins.

According to the associate director at the Ehrenberg-Bass
Institute for Marketing Science, traditional marketing theory
is lazy, dangerous and sloppy. Raakhi Chotai talks to her
about banishing marketing mythology.

How do you brief for the unknowable? In part two of our
series on briefs, Nick Parish discovers what it takes to
boldly embrace what you don’t know.
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FEATURE
Best face forward
Raakhi Chotai explores how beauty brands are using
technology to bring the cosmetics counter into the home.

The disruptors, the game-changers, the finders of new
markets and the upstart startups. This quarter we find
out how to quintuple ecommerce conversions by letting
shoppers try before they buy.

Kristina Dimitrova speaks to the co-founder of Wearable
Experiments about combining technology and design.
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Emily Hare explores how Turkey’s challenger
telco has transformed its brand by focusing on
services designed to enhance every aspect of its
customers’ lives.

What is the single most important challenge facing
businesses in 2016? Patrick Jeffrey asks some of the
world’s smartest leaders to give us their thoughts.
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BRAND SPOTLIGHT / TURKCELL
Service mastery
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INDEX
The companies, people and agencies showcased in this
issue of Contagious – now with page numbers next to them.

